Defend reproductive justice

No going back on abortion rights!

The right to reproductive self-determination has been continuously under siege despite the Supreme Court Roe v. Wade ruling 49 years ago that legalized abortion across the land. This spring or summer, the court will rule on a challenge to Roe that could result in its overthrow. More than 25 states will immediately outlaw abortion if Roe falls.

There is an urgent need to come out publicly to #StandForRoe and raise our voices for reproductive justice. Whichever way the court rules, we will not be denied the right to control our own bodies and lives.

Without access to abortion, people will be forced to resort to desperate acts to end unwanted pregnancies. The many forms of reproductive injustice, including forced sterilization, have the most devastating consequences for people who are poor, of color, queer, trans, or living with disabilities. We must shout out the urgent message that reproductive choices are #MyDecisionAlone.

Build a movement with the power to win

The fight for reproductive justice must be bold and intersectional: working people have a common enemy in the system that profits from oppression and social division. We are stronger fighting together. And strongest with the leadership of the most oppressed, who experience the system at its worst and for that reason keep the movement focused on the long-term, multi-faceted fight.

The National Mobilization for Reproductive Justice is a growing coalition of groups and individuals, initiated by Radical Women. It is based on the following key intersectional demands:

- Protect and expand Roe v. Wade; safe, legal abortion on demand without apology
- Repeal the Hyde Amendment
- Overturn state barriers to reproductive choices
- Stop forced sterilization
- No to caged kids, forced assimilation, & child welfare abuses
- End medical & environmental racism; for universal healthcare
- Defend queer & trans families
- Guarantee medically sound sex education & affordable childcare
- Sexual self-determination for people with disabilities
- Uphold social progress with expanded voting rights & strong unions

The Mobilization has been working for over a year to increase awareness about the threats to reproductive justice. Join the national campaign and prepare to:

Hit the streets when the Supreme Court rules on abortion!

Gather at your Federal Building or other appropriate spot at 5pm --on the day of the decision if it’s announced before noon --on the following day if announced after noon

To volunteer or for more information, contact
National Mobilization for Reproductive Justice, 206-985-4621, RW.US@radicalwomen.org
New York City, ReproJusticeNowNYC@gmail.com, 212-222-0633
Phoenix Radical Women, rw.phoenix@radicalwomen.org
Reproductive Justice SF, reprojustice.sf@gmail.com, message via facebook.com/reprojusticecoalitionsf
Seattle Radical Women, 206-722-6057, RWseattle@mindspring.com

Watch for updates at ReproJusticeNow.org